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level of the cells to that of the (foul electrolyte) precipitating tanks. The 28 horizontal cells are connected two in series across the same circuit as the vertical cells, and they carry a current density of 35 amperes per square foot. The circulation in the vertical cells is obtained by a glass propeller in each cell, a small belted motor furnishing the necessary power, while no circulation is required in the horizontal cells." 1
There appears to be some difference of opinion as to the relative merits of the horizontal and vertical systems. According to Whitehead,2 the great drawback to the vertical system is the low current density permissible in obtaining the necessary coherent deposit, amounting to only 7 or 8 amperes per square foot of cathode at the beginning and from 4 to 5 towards the end of the operation, as against 35 to 50 amperes per square foot in the horizontal system. The silver and gold are thus kept in the tanks for about eight days in the former case, as against one or two days in the latter. The anode gold also requires to be boiled in acid after removal from the vertical cells. The vertical cells require only 1 volt as compared with 3-| volts in the horizontal cells.
The following description of the process, as practised in 1913 at the /ioyal Mint, Ottawa, is due to A. L. Entwistle,3 who is in charge of the refinery :........-
({old bars over 900 line are passed at once to the gold cells (see p. 484). ({old bars less than 1)00 fine are alloyed with silver, or, if possible, made up of mixtures of gold deposits of varying fineness, to form an alloy of 40 per cent., gold, 55 per cent, silver and 5 per cent, base metal. From experiment •10 jKM* cent.. gold seems to be the maximum amount of gold possible for parting. This mixture is melted in plumbago crucibles capable of holding about .*&,()()<) oxs. The metal is well stirred before pouring, and is cast into closed iron moulds each .15 inches long, 3 inches wide and finch thick. These moulds, 50 in number, are arranged in a carriage on wheels, with four heavy lode screw bolts, two at each end, to tighten them up. At a point 1 inch from the bottom end of the mould there is a tapered pin of |- inch diameter, which, leaves a hole in the bar produced. These bars constitute the anodes for the silver cells and weigh about 100 ozs. each.
The elec.trolyte, which is a solution of silver nitrate containing 3 to 4 per cent, silver and about, 2 per cent, free nitric acid, is contained in an earthenware tank, holding about -100 litres, of the following dimensions, 4 feet long, li feet wide, and U feet deep. On the sides of the tank, at the top, are placed strips of hard, rubber, with grooves cut out, running the length of the tank. In these grooves are placed -g-inch steel rods covered with liurd rubber tubes, the ends of which are plugged with the same material. The rods have a strip of silver on top j- inch wide and -y\r inch thick, shaped to lit the rod. The iinod.es and cathodes are suspended from the strip, which carries the current.
The cathodes are strips of line silver 21 inches long, 3 inches wide and ,^J;U inch thick annealed to within 3 or '1 inches of the top and bent over to fit- the rods.
The anodes are suspended by gold hooks slipped through the hole in the end and are. enclosed in cotton bags, which are tied at the top round the hook with string. The whole of the anode is immersed in the electrolyte.
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